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ib maths hl sl analysis sample explorations - sample explorations the main purpose of this section of the ia exploration
part of the site is to provide a range of exploration ideas that have been worked out to some extent somewhere from full
original i e non ib sample explorations to topics with accompanying notes and ideas on developing it into a suitable
exploration, ib math sl internal assessment ia example photography - do you need help with your math ia internal
assessment in this post i will show you my ia that i submitted to ib you can use this to see what a math sl ia looks like and i
hope this will inspire you to create your best math sl ia to submit to your teachers, math exploration ia lincoln maths
google - math exploration ia this section contains examples of explorations written by teachers students and others involved
in the development of the new internal assessment many of them were written before the criteria were finalized and were
used in refining the criteria it should also be noted that they were not written under, ib maths hl sl analysis exploration ia
ideas - there are two simple but effective activities that i think students should do during the intro prep stage 1 read short
articles that are examples of good writing about a mathematical topic at a suitable level for maths sl and or maths hl and 2
read past student explorations preferably with some information on how well the exploration addressed the assessment
criteria, internal assessment criteria standard level ib math - internal assessment criteria standard level ib math
exploration rubric a communication 4 this criterion assesses the organization and coherence of the exploration a well
organized exploration includes an introduction has a rationale which includes explaining why this topic was chosen
describes the aim of the exploration and has a, international baccalaureate math hl ia exploration - example 1 iraq and
iran are the only suppliers of petroleum throughout a contract they throughout a contract they decide to cut down petroleum
supply in order to raise the price, example math hl sl ias mr gilmartin s classroom - example math hl sl ias the following
are examples of hl sl ias based on the current mark scheme with grader comments please note that difference between hl
and sl ias is the level of math expected of students which is reflected in slightly different rubrics and consequently the hl and
sl grades differ slightly, ib mathematics exploration math ia internal assessment hl sl studies - 1 ib maths mathematics
studies ia tutor help hl sl exploration extended essay 2 ib physics ia labs extended essay help tutors example sample 3 ib
chemistry ia labs extended essay help tutors, ib math exploration and 5 useful tips to ace it ib - ib math exploration and
5 useful tips to ace it how to ace your ib math exploration the ib math exploration is a written report that all students taking hl
or sl level mathematics need to complete each student selects an area of mathematics he she is interested in investigates
and develops the selected area and submits a report to ib, ib mathematics ia tutor help hl sl exploration help - 1 ib
maths mathematics studies ia tutor help hl sl exploration extended essay example sample 2 ib physics ia hl sl labs extended
essay help tutors example sample 3 ib chemistry ia hl sl labs, example math studies ias mr gilmartin s classroom example ias graded based on current guidelines ib example 1 new ia ib example 2 new ia ib example 3 new ia ib example 4
new ia ib example 5 new ia ib example 6 new ia ib example 7 new ia ib example 8 new ia, ib mathematics sl internal
assessment criteria - ib mathematics sl internal assessment criteria reflection criterion e use of mathematics 0 does not
reach the standard described by the descriptors below 1 the exploration has of limited or superficial personal engagement
there is evidence of limited or superficial reflection some relevant mathematics is used 2 the exploration
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